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Euler expressed certain sums of the form
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�k � ���n,

where m and n are positive integers, in terms of the Riemann
zeta function. In [Borwein et al. 1993], Euler’s results were
extended to a significantly larger class of sums of this type,
including sums with alternating signs.

This research was facilitated by numerical computations us-
ing an algorithm that can determine, with high confidence,
whether or not a particular numerical value can be expressed
as a rational linear combination of several given constants. The
present paper presents the numerical techniques used in these
computations and lists many of the experimental results that
have been obtained.

1. INTRODUCTION

In response to a letter from Goldbach� Euler con�
sidered sums of the form

�X
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and was able to give explicit values for certain of
these sums in terms of the Riemann zeta function
��t� 	

P
�

k��
k�t
 For example� Euler found an

explicit formula for the case m 	 �� n � �
 Little
has been done on this problem in the intervening
years �see �Berndt ���� for some references�

In April ����� Enrico Au�Yeung� an undergrad�

uate at the University of Waterloo� brought to the
attention of one of us the curious fact that
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based on a computation to ������� terms
 This
author�s reaction was to compute the value of this
constant to a higher level of precision in order to
dispel this conjecture
 Surprisingly� a computation
to �� and later to ��� decimal digits still a�rmed
it
 �Unknown to us at that time� de Doelder ������
had proved a related result from which the above
identity follows
�
Intrigued by this empirical result� we computed

numerical values for several of these and similar
sums� which we have termed Euler sums
 We then
analyzed these values by a technique� presented be�
low� that permits one to determine� with a high
level of con�dence� whether a numerical value can
be expressed as a rational linear combination of
several given constants
 These e�orts produced
even more empirical evaluations� suggesting broad
patterns and general conjectures
 Ultimately we
found proofs for many of these experimental re�
sults


The classes of Euler sums that we will consider
are listed in Table �
 Explicit evaluations of some
of the constants in these classes are presented with
proofs in �Borwein and Borwein ����� and �Bor�
wein et al
 �����
 Table � contains a summary
of these results� including some already known to
Euler
 Results for alternating sums are also given
in �Borwein et al
 �����

Variants of the sums de�ned in Table � can be

evaluated by using these results
 For example� for
all m � � and n � � one can write
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TABLE 1. De�nitions of the Euler sums considered�
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TABLE 2. Some explicit evaluations of Euler sums
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2. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES

It is not easy to na��vely compute numerical val�
ues of any of these Euler sums to high precision

Straightforward evaluation using the de�ning for�
mulas� to some upper limit feasible on present�day
computers� yields only about eight digits accuracy

Because the integer relation detection algorithm
described in Section � requires much higher preci�
sion to obtain reliable results� more advanced tech�
niques must be employed

We present here a reasonably straightforward

method that is generally applicable to all Euler
sums discussed in this paper
 It involves the com�
pound application of the Euler�Maclaurin summa�
tion formula �Abramowitz and Stegun ����� p
 ���
Atkinson ���� p
 ��� Knuth ����� p
 ���� which
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can be stated as follows
 Suppose f�t� has at least
�p � � continuous derivatives on �a� b�
 Let D be
the di�erentiation operator� let Bk denote the k�th
Bernoulli number� and let Bk��� denote the k�th
Bernoulli polynomial
 Then

bX
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f�j� 	

Z b

a

f�t� dt� �

�
�f�a� � f�b��

�

pX
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B�j

��j��
�D�j��f�b��D�j��f�a��

�Rp�a� b�� (2.1)

where the remainder Rp�a� b� is given �Atkinson
���� p
 ��� by
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B�p���t� �t��D�p��f�t� dt�

We will start by demonstrating the method in

the computation of sh�m�n�
 Let h�k� 	
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Since jB�k�t�j � jB�kj for all k and for jtj � �
�Abramowitz and Stegun ����� p
 ���� the remain�
der Rp��� k� has a well�de�ned limit Rp����� as k
approaches in�nity
 We therefore have � 	 �
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so that the remainder in the expression for h�k�
is no greater than the �rst term omitted in the
summation
 We can then write� for example�
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We will use �h�k� to denote this particular approx�
imation �without the error term�
 It is an unfor�
tunate fact that �h cannot be extended to a valid
in�nite series
 The di�culty is that for any �xed
k� the Bernoulli coe�cients eventually become very
large and the series diverges
 On the other hand�
it is clear that for any �xed number of terms� ap�
proximations such as �h become ever more accurate
as k increases to in�nity

Now consider
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This formula suggests the following computational
scheme
 First evaluate explicitly the sum

cX
k��

hm�k��k � ���n

for c 	 ��
� using a numeric working precision of
��� digits
 Then perform the symbolic integration
and di�erentiation steps indicated in ��
��
 Fi�
nally� evaluate the resulting expression� again using
a working precision of ��� digits
 The �nal result
should be equal to sh�m�n� to approximately ���
signi�cant digits

The di�culty and cost of performing the requi�

site symbolic integration and di�erentiation opera�
tions can be greatly reduced by approximating g�t�
as follows� expand �hm�t�� the numerator of g�t��
into a sum of individual terms� write �� � t��n as
t�n�� � t����n� expand �� � t����n using the bi�
nomial theorem to � terms� multiply together the
resulting numerator and denominator expressions�
and �nally omit all terms in which the exponent of
t�� is greater than �
 The result is a linear sum
of terms of the form t�p lnq�t� for modest�sized in�
tegers p and q

Of course� even more accurate results can be ob�

tained by utilizing more terms in the Euler�Mac�
laurin expansions� although the cost of the required
symbolic manipulation correspondingly increases

The determination of the optimal balance between
numeric and symbolic calculations� and of the num�
ber of Euler�Maclaurin terms �at both steps� re�
quired for various levels of precision� is an interest�
ing problem in its own right
 However� we found
that only minor tuning of the above scheme� based
on simple timing and accuracy experiments� suf�
�ced for the cases we studied

For alternating Euler sums� the scheme is a bit

more complicated
 Euler�Maclaurin summation
works badly for alternating series� because oscil�
lations lead to large high�order derivatives
 The
solution is to e�ectively split the summation into
two� one positive and one negative
 Consider� for
instance� the sum sa�m�n�
 We can write
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The Euler�Maclaurin formula ��
�� can then be ap�
plied �rst to obtain a highly accurate approxima�
tion to rk� and then to evaluate the two remaining
outer summations

Another approach for alternating Euler sums is

to apply the Boole summation formula �Borweinet
al
 ����� which deals speci�cally with alternating
sums


3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND OPTIMIZATIONS

We have performed many computations of the type
described
 The integrations and di�erentiations re�
quired in ��
�� can be handled by a symbolic math�
ematics package such as Maple �Char et al
 �����
or Mathematica �Wolfram �����
 The explicit sum�
mation of the �rst c terms� as indicated in ��
���
could be performed by utilizing the multiple preci�
sion facility in the Maple or Mathematica packages

However� we found that the MPFUN multiple pre�
cision package and translator developed by one of
us �Bailey� was signi�cantly faster for this purpose

Whatever software is used� this explicit summa�

tion is a very expensive operation
 For example�
the evaluation of sh��� �� to ��
 terms� using MP�
FUN with ����digit precision arithmetic� requires
twenty hours on a Crimson Silicon Graphics work�
station
 Such runs can be made� but clearly this is
pressing the capabilities of current workstations
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MPFUN is available on vector supercomputers
such as those manufactured by Cray Research� Inc

However� for the modest precision levels typical of
these problems ���� to ��� decimal digits�� the re�
sulting vector lengths are too short to yield the
high performance these systems are capable of
 On
the other hand� multiple precision calculations of
this type are well suited for RISC processors� be�
cause they are well behaved in cache memory sys�
tems

These considerations suggest that� in principle�

a highly parallel computer based on RISC proces�
sors could be e�ectively employed for computing
these explicit sums
 However� at �rst glance these
computations appear not to possess any signi�cant
opportunity for parallelism� since evidently both
the inner and outer sums must be simultaneously
accumulated

Fortunately� there are algorithms that e�ciently

exploit parallelism
 The basic idea is simple� sup�
pose� say� that we wish to compute sh�m�n� using
��
��� and thus need to sum hm�k��k � ���n up to
k 	 c
 If the parallel system has P processor nodes�
and c 	 JP � each processor stores a length�J run
of values of k��� then adds these values together
and combines the sum with the accumulated sum
from the preceding processors
 More precisely�

Algorithm 1 (Parallel Summation). Suppose given P
parallel processor nodes� each with an associated
array rp of length J � � and storage cells hp and
sp� for � � p � P 
 All  oating�point storage and
arithmetic is assumed to be done in multiple pre�
cision
 We compute

S 	

JPX
k��

hm�k��k � ���n

as follows�
� Initialize by setting H � � and S � �

� For p� � to P � in parallel�
� Set hp � � and sp � �

� For j � � to J � set rp�j � ��k �where k 	
j � �p� ��J�� and hp � hp � rp�j 


� Set rp�J�� � ���� � pJ�


� For p� � to P � sequentially�
� Set H � � H� H � H � hp� and hp � H �


� For p� � to P � in parallel�
� For j � � to J �
� Set hp � hp � rp�j and sp � sp � hmp r

n
p�j��


� For p� � to P � sequentially�
� Set S � S � sp


Note that� as stated� the algorithm maintains all
the c 	 JP inverses at once in the array r
 In a
typical computation one may have c 	 ��
� and the
required amount of memory per node may not be
available on some highly parallel computers
 This
di�culty can be remedied by setting up an outer
loop� we write c 	 IJP and run the algorithm suc�
cessively for each block k � ��i � ��JP � �� iJP ��
where � � i � I
 �Naturally� H and S are main�
tained from one iteration to the next instead of
being initialized to �� and the value assigned to
rp�j is ��k where

k 	 j � �p� ��J � �i� ��JP��

Upon completion of I iterations� S is the desired
overall sum

This algorithm has been implemented on an In�

tel Paragon parallel computer at NASA Ames Re�
search Center� using MPFUN
 For m 	 � and n 	
� in ����digit precision arithmetic� with P 	 ���
J 	 ��� and I 	 ��� �so that c 	 ���� ��� �����
the program took only ��� seconds
 This is ���
times faster than the time required by a straight�
forward serial algorithm that exercises only one
node of the Paragon� and �� times faster than the
same algorithm running on one processor of a Cray
YMP� using MPFUN tuned for the Cray
 It may
be possible� by reorganizing the computation� to
achieve higher performance on the Cray� thus cau�
tion should be exercised when interpreting this last
�gure
 But these results nonetheless con�rm that
Algorithm �� running on a highly parallel RISC su�
percomputer� is a highly e�cient and cost�e�ective
solution to the problem of computing the explicit
sums required in ��
��
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4. INTEGER RELATION DETECTION ALGORITHMS

Let x 	 �x�� x�� � � � � xn� be a vector of real num�
bers
 We say that x possesses an integer relation
if there exist integers ai not all zero such that

a�x� � a�x� � � � �� anxn 	 ��

By an integer relation algorithm we mean an algo�
rithm that is guaranteed �provided the computer
implementation has su�cient numeric precision� to
recover the vector of integers ai� if it exists� or to
produce bounds within which no integer relation
can exist

The problem of �nding integer relations among a

set of real numbers was �rst studied by Euclid� who
gave an iterative algorithm which� when applied to
two real numbers� either terminates� yielding an
exact relation� or produces an in�nite sequence of
approximate relations
 The generalization of this
problem for n � � has been attempted by Euler�
Jacobi� Poincar!e� Minkowski� Perron� Brun� and
Bernstein� among others
 However� none of their
algorithms has been proved to work for n � �� and
numerous counterexamples have been found

The �rst integer relation algorithm with the de�

sired properties mentioned above was discovered
by Ferguson and Forcade ������
 In the interven�
ing years a number of other integer relation algo�
rithms have been discovered� including a variant of
the original algorithm �Ferguson ����� the LLL al�
gorithm �Lenstra et al
 ����� the HJLS algorithm
�Hastad et al
 ���� which is based on LLL� and
the PSOS algorithm �Bailey and Ferguson ����

Recently a new algorithm� known as the PSLQ

algorithm� was developed by Ferguson and one of
us �Ferguson and Bailey �����
 It appears to com�
bine some of the best features separately possessed
by previous algorithms� including fast run times�
numerical stability� numerical e�ciency �that is� it
successfully recovers a relation when the input is
known to only limited precision�� and a guaranteed
completion in a polynomially bounded number of
iterations
 We present here a simpli�ed but equiv�
alent version of PSLQ
 The proof of the algorithm

and notes for e�cient implementations are given
in �Ferguson and Bailey �����


Algorithm 2 (PSLQ). Let x be the the input real vec�
tor of length n� and let nint denote the nearest in�
teger function �for exact half�integer values� de�ne
nint to be the integer with greater absolute value�


Let � 	
p
���
 Let A and B be n 	 n matrices�

and H an n	 �n� �� matrix


Initialization

� Set A and B to the identity


� For k � � to n� compute sk �
qPn

j�k
x�j 


� For k � � to n� set yk � xk�s� and sk � sk�s�

� (Initialize H ) For i� � to n�
� for j � i� � to n� �� set Hij � ��
� if i � n� �� set Hii � si���si�
� for j � � to i� �� set Hij � �yiyj��sjsj���


� (Perform full reduction on H while updating y, A, B)
For i� � to n�
� for j � i� � to � by ���
� set t� nint�Hij�Hjj� and yj � yj � tyi�
� for k � � to j� set Hik � Hik � tHjk�
� for k � � to n� set Aik � Aik � tAjk and
Bkj � Bkj � tBki


Main loop

� Repeat until precision is exhausted or a relation
has been detected �see termination test at the
end��
� Select m such that �ijHiij is maximal when i 	
m


� (Perform block reduction on Hwhile updating y, A,
B) For i� m� � to n�
� for j � min�i� �� m� �� to � by ���
� set t� nint�Hij�Hjj� and yj � yj � tyi�
� for k � � to j� set Hik � Hik � tHjk�
� for k � � to n� set Aik � Aik � tAjk and
Bkj � Bkj � tBki


� Exchange entries m and m � � of y� corre�
sponding rows of A and H� and corresponding
columns of B


� If m � n� �� update H as follows�
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� Set t� �
p
H�

mm �H�
m�m��� t� � Hmm�t�

and t� � Hm�m���t�

� For i � m to n� set t� � Him� t� � Hi�m���
Him � t�t� � t�t�� Hi�m�� � �t�t� � t�t�


� (Norm bound) Set M � ��maxj jHjj� where Hj

denotes the j�th row of H
 There can exist no
relation vector whose Euclidean norm is less
than M 


� (Termination test) If the largest entry of A exceeds
the level of numeric precision used� then preci�
sion is exhausted
 If the smallest entry of the
y vector is less than the detection threshold� a
relation has been detected and is given in the
corresponding column of B


Regarding the termination test� it sometimes hap�
pens that a relation is missed at the point of po�
tential detection because the y entry is not quite
as small as the detection threshold being used �the
threshold is typically set to the "epsilon# of the
precision level�
 When this happens� however� one
will note that the ratio of the smallest and largest
y vector entries is suddenly very small� provided
su�cient numeric precision is being used

The actual probability distribution of this ratio

is not known for the PSLQ algorithm
 Most likely�
however� the probability of this ratio being less
than 	 is closely approximated by a modest�sized
constant times 	
 This is because the entries of the
vector y are related to the iterates of the continued
fraction algorithm� which are distributed according
to the Kuzmin distribution �Knuth ���� p
 ����

In a normal run of PSLQ� prior to the detection of
a relation� this ratio is seldom smaller than ����

Thus if this ratio suddenly decreases to a very small
value� such as ������ it is almost certain that a re�
lation has been detected$one need only adjust the
detection threshold for the algorithm to terminate
properly and output the relation
 When detection
does occur� this ratio may be thought of as a "con�
�dence level# of the detection

In practice� the PSLQ algorithm is very e�ec�

tive in �nding relations
 For example� in tests
described in �Ferguson and Bailey ������ relations

were detected for input vectors in dimensions up to
n 	 �� the coe�cients of the relation having size
up to ����
 As a general rule� one can expect to
detect a relation with coe�cients of size ��m for an
input vector of dimension n if the input is known
to somewhat greater than mn digit precision� and
provided that computations are performed using
at least this level of numeric precision


5. APPLICATIONS OF THE PSLQ ALGORITHM

Integer relation detection algorithms have a num�
ber of applications in computational mathematics

One is to �nd out whether or not a given constant

� whose value can be computed to high precision�
is algebraic of some degree n or less
 This is done
by computing the vector x 	 ��� 
� 
�� � � � � 
n� to
high precision and then applying an integer rela�
tion algorithm to the vector x
 If a relation is
found� this integer vector is precisely the set of co�
e�cients of a polynomial satis�ed by 

 When a
relation is not found� the resulting bound means
that 
 cannot possibly be the root of a polynomial
of degree n� with coe�cients of size less than the
established bound
 Even negative results of this
sort are often of interest

One of us has performed several computations

of this type �Bailey and Ferguson ����� establish�
ing� for example� that if Euler�s constant � sat�
is�es an integer polynomial of degree �� or less�
the Euclidean norm of the coe�cients must exceed
�	 ���	
 Computations of this sort have also been
applied to study a certain conjecture regarding the
Riemann zeta function
 It is well known �Borwein
and Borwein ���� that ����� ���� and ���� equal�
respectively�

�
�X
k��

�

k�
�
�k

k

� � �

�

�X
k��

����k��

k�
�
�k

k

� � ��

��

�X
k��

�

k�
�
�k

k

� �

This has led some to suggest that

���� 	 Z�

�X
k��

����k��

k�
�
�k

k

�
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for Z� a simple rational or algebraic number
 Un�
fortunately� integer relation calculations �Bailey�
have established that if Z� satis�es a polynomial
of degree �� or less� the Euclidean norm of the co�
e�cients must exceed �	 ���	

The present application of Euler sum constants

is well suited to analysis with integer relation algo�
rithms
 We will present but one example of these
computations
 Consider

sa��� �� 	 ���������������������������� � � �

�see Table � for the de�nition�
 Based on expe�
rience with other constants� we conjectured that
this constant satis�es a relation involving homoge�
neous combinations of ����� ����� ����� ����� ln����
Li��

�

�
� and Li��

�

�
�� where Lin�x� 	

P
�

k��
xkk�n de�

notes the polylogarithm function
 The numerical
values of these constants� to �� decimal digits� are�

���� 	 ������������������������������ � � �

���� 	 ������������������������������ � � �

���� 	 ������������������������������ � � �

���� 	 ������������������������������� � � �

ln��� 	 ������������������������������ � � �

Li��
�

�
� 	 ��������������������������� � � �

Li��
�

�
� 	 ��������������������������� � � �

The terms involving these constants with degree
�ve �see Section � for the de�nition of this term�
are the following� Li��

�

�
�� Li��

�

�
� ln���� ln����� �����

���� ln���� ���� ln����� ���� ln����� ��������
 When
sa��� �� is augmented with this set of terms� all
computed to ��� decimal digits accuracy� and the
resulting vector of length � is input to the PSLQ
algorithm� the relation ���������� �� ��� ���� ����
��������� ���� is detected at iteration ���
 Solv�
ing this relation for sa��� ��� we obtain the formula

sa��� �� � 	Li��
�

�
�� �

��
ln����� �	

��
����� ��



��	� ln���

� 	

�
���� ln���� � �

�
���� ln����� �

�
��������

� 	Li��
�

�
�� �

��
ln����� �	

��
���� � ��

	��
�� ln���

� 	

�
���� ln���� � �

�

�� ln����� �

��
�� ����

�recall that ���n� 	 �����njB�nj�����n��� for n in�
teger�

When the relation is detected� the minimum and

maximum y vector entries are ���� 	 ������ and
���	 ������ whose ratio is of the order of ������

Thus the con�dence level of this detection is very
high

Although we were using ����digit input values

and ����digit working precision when we �rst de�
tected this relation� the fact that the maximum
y�vector entry is only ����� at detection implies
that such high levels of numeric precision are not
required in this case
 Indeed� the relation can be
successfully detected by the PSLQ algorithm us�
ing only ���digit input values and ���digit working
precision


6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Many special cases of the proven results listed in
Table � were �rst obtained using the experimental
method presented in Sections ���
 In addition� we
have obtained a number of experimental identities
for which formal proofs have not yet been found

Table � lists some of them

It should be emphasized that the results in Ta�

ble � are not established in any rigorous mathemat�
ical sense by these calculations
 However� in each
case the "con�dence level# �see Section �� of these
detections is better than ������ and in most cases
is in the neighborhood of ������
 Table �� together
with the results in �Borwein et al
 ������ gives all
values of sh�m�n� form�n � � andm�n 	 �� and
all values of the alternating sums for m � n � �

Some of these identities can be proved by ad hoc
methods� based on �Lewin ����� they are indicated
with an asterisk

In many other cases we were not able to obtain

a formula for the Euler sum explicitly in terms of
values of the Riemann zeta� logarithm and poly�
logarithm functions� but we were able to obtain
relations involving two or more Euler sums of the
same degree �where by "degree# we mean the sum
of the indices m and n of the constant�
 Some of
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�
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TABLE 3. Experimentally detected identities� Those marked with an asterisk have been formally proved�

these relations are shown in Table �
 This is not
a complete list� we have obtained numerous other
relations of this type
 The con�dence level of each
of these relations is better than �����
 These rela�
tions are nonredundant� in the sense that for each
one no relation involving fewer constants can be
detected �we check this by repeating the runs with
each constant removed in turn�

In still other cases we were not successful in �nd�

ing relations� but we were able to obtain bound re�
sults from the PSLQ program that exclude a large
class of potential relations among the list of candi�
date terms
 These results do not conclusively prove
that there is no such relation� only that if one ex�
ists� the Euclidean norm of its coe�cients must be

larger than a certain bound
 Some of these "nega�
tive# results are listed in Table �

One interesting byproduct of the bound results

in Table � is that there are no modest�sized inte�
ger relations among homogeneous products of ��k�
with degree �� or less �see Section ��� except of
course the well�known relations when all k are even
integers

The bound result for ah��� �� in Table � con�

�rms the observation in �Borwein et al
 ����� that
ah��� n�� which equals 
h��� n�� does not appear to
possess an explicit evaluation when n is odd and
greater than three
 The bound results for �h��� ��
and �h��� � con�rm the observation in �Borwein et
al
 ����� that �h��� n� does not appear to possess
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����	� ln������������� ln������
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	����� ln�����	���������� ln���

TABLE 4. Expressions that have been experimentally found to vanish�

an explicit evaluation for n even and greater than
four

The numerical values of the various Euler sum

constants� which were used to obtain the results
listed in Tables ���� were computed as described in
Sections � and �
 The explicit sum in formula ��
��
was computed using Algorithm � �or its equivalent
for alternating sums�� on the Intel Paragon parallel
computer system� with P 	 ��� J 	 ���� I 	 ���

The symbolic operations indicated in ��
�� were
performed in Maple
 The �nal numerical values
were checked by comparing them with the values
obtained from Algorithm � �or equivalent� with
I 	 �� instead of ���


7. CONJECTURES

It is not known whether closed�form evaluations
of the type listed in Table � exist for all of the
various classes of Euler sums studied in this paper

It is possible that such formulas always exist and

could be uncovered by the techniques described in
this paper� if one could only deduce the form of the
missing terms
 We present this as an open question
for further research

One principle we have observed in this work is

that in every case where we have obtained a re�
lation� this relation has always involved homoge�
neous terms� in the sense that the degree m � n
of each term involved in the relation is the same

�For these purposes� the degree of ��k� is taken to
be k� as is the degree of Lik�

�

�
�� while that of ln���

is taken as one
�
Although we believe this principle may hold in

general� we have no idea how to prove it
 We there�
fore present it as a conjecture
 However� since it
is important to limit the number of constants in�
put to the PSLQ algorithm in order to enhance
the possibility of detecting a relation� we have of�
ten used this principle in selecting the candidate
constants
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Set of constants that do not appear to be linked by a relation Bound
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TABLE 5. Relation exclusion bounds� The right�hand column gives the minimum Euclidean norm of any
possible integer relation involving the listed constants� The abbreviations used are� A� � fLi��
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The modular properties of the sums �h�m�n� are
being investigated by D
 Zagier �private communi�
cation�
 His work provides an alternate� abstract
proof that �h�m�n� evaluates in terms of zeta func�
tions if m� n is odd
 This corresponds to our re�
sults and still leaves the casem�n even as an open
problem
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